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In this thesis, we iind the explicit form of some transformations asso­
ciated with the second, third, fourth and fifth Painleve equations. These 
transformations are obtained by using the Schlesinger transformations 
associated with the linear system of equations of Painleve eciuations.The 
application of such transformations enables us to generate the new solu­
tions of the given Painleve equation with different values of parameters, 
from the known solutions.
Abstract
Ill
özet
Bu tezde ikinci, üçüncü, dördüncü ve besinci Painleve denklemlerinin 
çözümlerine ait dönüşümler elde edilmektedir. Bu dönüşümler uyumluk 
şartı Painleve denklemlerini veren lineer denklem sistemlerine (mon- 
odromy problemi) ait Schlesinger dönüşümlerinden elde edilmektedir. 
Elde edilen bu dönüşümler Painleve denklemlerinin bilinen çözümlerin­
den yeni çözümler bulmaya imkan verir.
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1 Introduction
The most significant cliiFerence between the linear and nonlinear ordiiuiry dif­
ferential equations is the singularity structure of the solutions. For given linear 
ordinary differential equation if the solution has singularity, that must be the 
singularity of the differential equation. In other words, the singularity of the 
solution is fixed. For example, the first order linear ordinary differential equa­
tion,
' _  y 
y 2^’
has singularity at i = 0, and its general solution is given as follows;
:!/(0 ce lit
( 1.1)
( 1.2)
where c is an arbitrary integration constant. From (1.2), i = 0 is an essential 
singular point of the solution, which is independent of the integration constant.
For the nonlinear ordinary differential equation, the behavior of the solution 
is unpredictable. If the solution has singularity, the location of singularity may 
depend on the arbitrary integration constant, i.e. de])end on the initial or 
boundary conditions. For (example.
has the solution,
yi.t) =
1
(1.3)
(1.4)
where, c is the constant of integration. Clearly, the location of singularity (in 
this case, it is a pole) de|)ends on the integration constant c. Hence, as the ini­
tial condition changes, the singular point moves in tlie complex t-plaiie. Similar 
examples Ccvn be found for the case of the critical points (l)ranch points and 
essential singularities). Consider the following second order nonlinear ordinary 
differential equation [1]:
dt?
(1.5)
which hcis the solution.
y{t) = tan (log(ciii -  Ci)} , (1.6)
where cj and oj are arbitrary constants. In this particular example, the point 
< = ^  is both a branch point and an essential singularity. Its location is given 
in terms of the constants of integration, i.e. it is a critical movable point.
One can consider the class of differential equations whose movable singu­
larities are only poles. In this class, the only first order nonlinear ordinary 
differential equation of the form.
(1.7)
where, /  is rational in y, and locally analytic in t, is the Riccati equation,
[1],[2], '
dy
— Pd(0 + P\{^')y + ( 1.8)
During the late 19th and early 20th century Painleve [3] and his school [4] 
examined the second order ordinary differential equations.
_  rn ^y\ (1.9)
where /  is rational in algebraic in y and analytic in i, with the property 
of having no movable critical points. This pro])erty is called the Píiinlevé 
property. They showed that, within a Möbius transformation, there are fifty 
such equations [1]. The most interesting of the fifty equations are those which 
are irreducible (that is, cannot be mapped to a simpler equation or combination 
of simpler equations), and serve to define new transcendents. These irreducible 
six equations are called Painleve equations(PI-PVI)
P I: ( 1. 10)
P I I : = ' V + <!/ + “ , ( 1 . 1 1 )
P n i : ‘^
l.dw,., { dy 1, b
-  T  7T  + 7 +  ^ + IV +y at t dt t y ( 1.12)
(1.13)
p v  ^  - L - \ ( ^ \ i  _  1 ^
’ df  ^ ^2y y - l ’ ^dt’ tdt
í i ^ ( „ ¡ ,  +  ^ )  + : ^  + M id _ l ) ,
y t y -  1í2
(1.14)
P V I :  :í!? = i | i  + _ l _  + J _ \ ( ^ ) ^  
dt‘  2 { y ^  ! i - \ ^  y - l j ' - d t ’
t t — \ t — y j  dt (1.15)
y {y -  l)(y -  o  /  , pi , 7 (^ -1 )  , -  o
--------   ^ —T + T-------7t:t +f2(/. -  1)'¿ y ( y - 1)·^  ( y - t y
The remaining forty-four equations can either be integrated in terms of known 
elementary transcendental functions or can be reduced to one of these six 
equations.
Besides having the Painleve property, these equations have rich structure. 
The properties of these equations can be summarized as follows:
a) For particular choices of the ])arameters, all the Painleve equa­
tions except the first Painleve equation, admit rational solutions, 
as well as one-parameter family of .solutions expressible in terms of 
elementary transcendental functions. Foro = — | ,  a one-parameter 
family of solutions of the second Painleve equation can be expressed 
in terms of the Airy function [4],[5]. The one-parameter family of 
solutions of the third Painleve equation can be expressed in terms 
of Bessel function [6]. For any integer value of the ],)arameter o, 
such that y  + 2(o + 1)·^  = 0 or ft -f 2(o — 1)^  = 0, the fourth
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Painleve equation has a solution expressible rationally in terms of 
the Hermite polynomials, for non-integer value of cv, which itself is 
expressible in terms of Weber-Hermite functions [7]. One parame­
ter family of solutions of the fifth and sixth Painleve equations are 
expressed in terms of Whittaker [8], and hypergeometric functions 
[8], [9] respectively.
b) All the Painleve equations except the first one, admit transfor­
mations which map the solution of a given Painleve equation to 
solutions of the same equation with different values of parameters. 
For example, if y{t) is a solution of the fourth Painleve equation 
with the parameters cv, ft then
m  -  7
1
2?/
(1.16)
is also a solution of the fourth Painleve equation with the parameter 
values,
1a = -  
4 2 - 2 a ^ - i { ~ 2 f ty / ' ^ ^  2
l + n + i ( - 2/i)‘'^’ '
The transformations for PII-PV were obtained in the Soviet Liter­
ature [10],[11],[12],[13], and for PVl by Fokas and Yortsos [14], by 
using different methods.
c) It is possible to obtain the PI-PV from PVI by a certain type of 
limit process(contraction) [1]. Also the transformations associated 
with PI-PV can be obtained from the transformations associated 
with PVI, by using the same limit process [15]. As an example, in 
the sixth Painleve equation, substitute.
y =  v\  t = l  +  tP, 
0 = 0', l  = T - i ,
a 
S :
a
6' (1.17)
In the limit as e 0, the fifth Painleve equation arises. By using 
a similar procedure, PHI and PIV can be olotained from PV and 
P ill yields PIl. The first and fourth Painleve equations may also 
be obtained from the second Painleve equation.
d) The Painleve equations can also be obtained on the integrabil- 
ity conditions of a certain kind of deformation prol)lem; so called
monodromy preserving deformation problem [16],[17]. Consider a 
first order system of ordinary differential equations [18]
dY{x)
dx = A{x)Y(x),
n m A I (1.18)
k=l
having regular or irregular singularities of arbitrary rank. Let Y{x) 
be fundamental solution of (1.18), in general Y{x) is multi-valued 
with Ui, U2, ..., u,i, oo as its branch points. As x describes a closed 
path r  avoiding these singular points, the solutions V (.t) is mapped 
to,
Y{x) ^  Y{x)Mr,  (1.19)
where Mr is a constant, nonsingular matrix. The matrix Mp de­
pends on the closed path F, and is called the monodromy matrix of 
V'(.'c) corresponding to F. The monodormy preserving deformation 
problem is; to deform the coefficient A{x) in (1.18) as a function 
of the deformation parameter t in such a way that the monodromy 
matrices remain the same.
Recently, the Paiideve equations have appeared in physical problems. E. 
Barouch et al. [19] showed that the correlation function of the rectangular 
two-dimensional Ising model in the scaling limit admit closed form solutions 
in terms of the solution of the third Painleve equation. In the 1970’s, M. 
.J. Ablowitz et al. have discovered a connection l)etween the nonlinear partial 
differential equations (PDE) solvable by inverse scattering transform (1ST) and 
Painleve equations [20]. By exploiting this connection, they reduced a special 
case of the second Painleve equation to a linear integral equation [21]. The 
special case of an equation, which is related to the sixth Painleve equation via 
one-to-one transformations, has been obtained from the equations satisfied by 
the scaling invariant solutions of the three-wave resonant system in one spatial 
and one temporal dimensions, by A. S. Fokas et al. [22].
The similarity solution (a solution which is invariant under certain scaling) 
of the modified Korteweg-de Vries (MKdV) equation
‘h -  +  fa·» =  0,(M K dV ) ( 1.20)
IS given as,
<7(a:,í) =  (3 0 -‘/"í/(x(3¿)-‘/"). (1.21)
It follows from (1.20) that y satisfies the second Painleve ec[uation. One may 
apply the usual inverse method for the MKdV, and formally obtain an integral 
equation (Gel’fand-Levitan’Marchenko integral equation) by which q{x,t) is 
determined from the scattering data. At that point, using the self similarity of 
q(x, t) and scaling out the variable t yield the Fredholm integral equation by 
which the solution of the second Painleve equation for cv = 0 can be obtained.
Similarly, special cases of the third Painleve equation and of the fourth 
Painleve equation can l)e ol)tained from the exact similarity reduction of the 
Sine-Gordan and of the nonlinear Schrödinger equations resi)ectively. It is also 
interesting that exact reductions of the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation 
leads to the first and second Painleve equations [9].
Besides the connection between the Painleve equations and nonlinear PDF’s 
solvable by 1ST, they have other common properties. A nonlinear PDF solv­
able by 1ST appecirs as the integrability condition of an isospectral deforma­
tion problem: (Joefficients of a linear spectral operator can l)e deformed as 
a function of an additional parameter, such that the eigenvalues of the spec­
tral operators remain invariant. The best known isospectral operator is the
i2
Schrödinger operator L — + q{x)· If the potential r/(.c) as a function of
the deformation parameter i, satisfies the KdV equation.
(It -  q^(¡x + (Jxxx = 0, (KclV) (1.22)
then, the eigenvalues of the Schrödinger operator remain invariant. Writing 
the Schrödinger eigenvalue problem in matrix form one obtains [23]:
tl;^{z,x,t) = z I  ' I i/)(2,.T,i) + ( ^ \i>{z,x,t), (1.2.3)
\  0 ■/, /  \  r{x,t) 0
where,
r{x,t) ^ - q { x , t ) .  (1.24)
Solving the initial value problem for «/(.t , /),amounts to solving an inverse prob­
lem for tlj(x,t]z), namely ,for given (appropriate ) scattering data, reconstruct 
tl)[x^t]z). The solution of the inver.se problem is obtained viii a Riemann- 
Hilbert problem for a function i/’ sectionally meromorphic with respect to the
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varifible To define the Riemann-Hilbert problem, the analyticity ])i*operties 
of '0 with respect to  ^ must be examined by using (1.23). However this result 
can be used to solve the initial value problem of q{x,t) only if q{x^t) evolves 
in such a way in t that the scattering data is known lor all t. That is, q{x^t) 
satisfies the integrability condition for the isospectral deformation problem.
In this thesis we obtain the transformation associcited with the second, 
third, fourth, and fifth Painleve equations, from the Schlesinger transforma­
tions associated with the linear system of equations. These transformations 
enables us to obtain the new solution of the Painleve equation from the known 
ones. Actually the transformations for the Painleve equations have been ob- 
tciined before l.)y using different methods [9],[11]. The procedure that we have 
used to ol.:)tain these transformations gives us tlie unified ci]:)])roach to derive all 
known pro])erties of the Painleve equations. It is well known that it is possible 
to find the Painleve transcendentals and the rational solutions for the partic­
ular choice of the parameters in Painleve equcitions by using the associated 
linear system of equations.
2 Transformation from Painleve II to Painleve 
II
In this section , we will present the procedure to obtain the Schlesinger trans­
formations associated with the linear system of the second Painleve equation 
[24].
The second Painleve equation
(Py 3
^  =  2y + (j, + a, ( 2. 1)
can be obtained as the compatibility condition of the following linear system 
of equations
n(j) = /1(.-)K(.-), y,(z) = B[z)y(z),  (2.2)
where [25]
/l(z) =
1 0 
0 - 1 +
0 u
2v Z +
V + I
■i(0 + yv) -i-o + i ) ) '
(2.3)
B(z) = i 1 0 0 u
0 -1 / "V - 2 -  0u
The compatibility condition Y^-t = Yt~ implies
dv du-  = _ 2,„  -  _  = - u y . dy _  , 2 , ^
+ 2 '
(2.4)
Thus, y satisfies the second Painleve equation (2.1), with the parameter,
«  =  ^  (2-5)
The two linearly independent formal solutions K»(ir) = ^V(f]^ (2:), Tj^ )^(2:)j, 
about 2 = oo of the system (2.2a) have the expansions.
+ 1 ' '  ] - + . . . i = ( - y i : ’' ' ' i i " ( z ) ,  (2.8)
where
+ {y +  +  Oy,
t
<iM =  j  +  r ·
(2.7)
(2.8)
The formal solution Yx(z)  is an asymptotic expansion of the actual solution 
y(z)  as \z\ oo, in certain sectors of the complex plane. The sectors Sj, j -- 
1, 2,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 are given by the central angle ^ and vertex centered at the origin, 
and each sector Sj contains the initial boundary line Cj on which both formal 
solutions are neutral.The sectors Sj are given Ijy;
'S  : - -  <  (iryz < - ,  S i :  -  <  argz < -  6 6 6 - 2
7T 57T
Si : -  <  argz <  — , 
2 6
Ttt Ttt 37T 37T 1 I tt
S4 · -zr <  < T ’ s^ : —  <  argz < — , Sq : —  <  argz <0 0 6  2 2 2
Figure 2.1
Corresponding to formal solutions Yoo{z) and each sector Sj, j  = 1, 2,3 ,4 ,5 ,6, 
there exists a function Yj{z) holomorphic in tlie sector Sj such that, Yj 
Yoo{: )^ as 00 in Sj and detYj{z) - 1 . The solution matrix T, IS
related to its neighbors V',+i(.:') and via Stokes matrices 6’,·,
Y,+Az) = yj{z)C:i, j  = 1, Y,iz) = (2.10)
where the Stokes matrices Gj and <73 are;
G, =
1 0
a 1
C -  I - '■ « 3 = 1  ‘
c 1
Ga = 1 d 
0 1
6’5 =
1 0
e 1
Ga = 1 /
0 1 (2.11)
0-3 =
1 . 0
0 -1
and a, b, d, e, f  are complex constants with respect to The entries of the 
Stokes matrices, a, b, c, d, e, J ., form the set of monodromy data MD,
MD = {a, b, c, d, e, /}
The monodromy data satisfy the following consistency condition;
(3
(2.13)
The Schlesinger transformation associated with the linear system (2.2) al­
lows us to shift the parameter 0 by integer such that the MD are invariant.If 
Y'{z) corresponds to 0' and Y[z) corresponds to the transformation matrix 
R{z) can be defined by,
Y'{z) = R{z)Y{z). (2.14)
Let R{z) = Rj{z) when in Sj; then the definition of the Stokes matrices (2.10) 
implies that the transformation matrix R{z) satisfies the Rieamcinn-Hilbert 
problem along the contour Gj, j  · 1, . . . ,6, indicated in Figure 2.1,
(2.1.5)
«,+,(-') = « , ( 3 ) on Q + 1, i =  1, ...,5
Rt{z) = R4ze^") on 6h,
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with the boundary condition,
- /  1 \  -
^i(^) ~  ^¿(^) ( - )  as z ^  oo, z in S j .  (2.16)
The shifts 1? —> 0 ±  1 are enough to obtain all possible integer shifts in 0.
The transformation matrices i?(i)(z) and R(2){z) for O' = 0-\- \ and O' = 0 — \ 
respectively are given as follows:
o ' = « + i .  Ä < . ) W = i "
/  \  u V
(2.17)
«' =  0 - 1 ,  ß „ ) ( . . ) =  I ^ “ M  +
0
Successive applications of the transformation matrices /i!(,)(z), i = 1,2 
map 0 to O' = 0 + n, n G Z. If, y',u',v'^0' = 0 \ are the transformed
quantities of y,u, v,0 under the transformation given by 7t!(i)(z) , i.e.
Y'{z]t,y',u',v',0') = R(^i){z]t,y,u,v,0)Y{z]t,y,u,v,0), (2.18)
and if j/", u", v", 0" = O' — \ are the transformed quantities of j/', u', u'. O' 
under the transformation given by /f(2)(z) , i.e.
Y"{z· t, y", u", v", 0") = 7?(.2)(z; /, y', u', u', 0')Y{z·, /, y', u', 7/, O'), (2.19)
then,
R{2){z \ t, -(/'(;(/, u, V, 0), ...)ß(i)(z; t, y, u, v, 0) = /.
Also,
R(\){zvt,y'{y,u,v,0),...)R(i){z]t.,y,xi,v,0) = R(^){z),
R(2){z \ /., y'{y, U, V, 0), ...)R(2){z\ t, y, U, V, 0) = R{a){z),
where /?(3j(z) and /f(.i)(z) shift the exponents Ö—> Ö + 2 and 0 ^ 0 '  = 
0 — 2 respectively.
The linear equation (2.2.a) under the Schlesinger transformation given by 
eq. (2.14), is transformed as follows.
!(z) = A '(^ )y , /l'(z) = INMA(z) + ß - '(z ) .
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For the particular case of the quantities y.,u,v,0 are transformed
by,
<>' = 0 + 1, y' = - y - ~ ,
u 2u , 2(0 + y v f= — , V = - t --------- — ^
(2.23)
From the equations (2.23), the following transformation for the solutions of 
P.II can be obtained;
y = - y  + 7
2 a -  1
2yt -  2j/2 -  V a' = a — 1. cv ^ 2 (2.24)
Similarly, the Schlesinger transformation given by the transformation ma­
trix Ä(2)(-) transforms the quantities as follows:
6' = 0 - \ ,  y ' = - y  + O'
y '^ V +  t
u' = —r/, v' = —V — 2y^ — t.
(2.2.5)
The trcinstormation for the solutions of P.II can be obtained from (2.25) as 
follows;
= ■ ’' + 2,^ + 2!,, + , '  “ = « + * ■  “ ^ - 2-
The transformation (2.24) and (2.26) were also olotained in [27] and [9] 
respectively. The transformations (2.24) and (2.26) allows us to obtain the 
new solution of the second Painleve equation from the known solutions. For 
example, y = 0 for cv = 0 .solves P.II. By using the transformation (2.24),the 
new solution
y' = l i t  for  cv = — 1, (2.27)
of P.II Ccin be obtained.
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3 Transformation from Painleve III to Painleve 
III
The third Painleve equation
d^y \ i d y \ ^  I dy 1
can be obtained as the compatibility condition of the following linear system 
of equations,
Y,(z) = A{z)Y(z), Y,(z) = B{z)Y{z), (3.2)
where, [25]
24(^) =  i
1 0 
0 -1
B{z) = i
1 0
+  1
2 u \ 
0^12 )
{ ■^ -1
\
i - io )  ‘ ( -  0
Ytz, implie8
-'WS
— las
clu 0, ,^ _ dv
— —Ays^ + [Ayt — 20rxj + l).s + {Oq + Orxj)t^
d'w
t —  =  U)
dt
-{Oq + Ooo) — 2ty + Ooo s
“  2 i^/^  + (2i?oo — l):i/ + 2i,
where y = and
S l U
— = ---------( u ------- wj  +  - ( w v  H------ ).
2 wt  ^ 2 ’ r  2 ’
(3.5)
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Thus y satisfies the third Painleve equation (3.1) with the parameters,
a  = AOo, ft =  4(1 -  0^),  7 = 4, 8=  -4 . (3.6)
The Schlesinger transformations associated with the linear system (3.2) 
allows us to shift the parameters Oq and as O'q — Oo + m — n, 0'^ = doo + m + 'ii, 
provided that n + m = 2A:,m,n, k G Z. It is enough to consider the following 
four cases.
(1)
(3):
(^ o' — 0^ ■” 1 
Ooo — Ooo + 1
Oo' = 0 o - \
OJ = 0 ^ , - 1
(3) : ^  V  =
O^O — r^x) + 1
(3.7)
(4): Oo' = 00 + 1
OJ = o , ^ - \
and the explicit form of the transformation niiitrices /2(q(z), i = 1, 2, 3,4 are;
0 0
0 1
1 _'■ s-t 1 ,,-1/2
_ V V lUS
t i s - i
(3.8)
R cJz)  =
0 0 
0 1
+
■ u >
wv
t
■ 1/2
R ( J z )
1 0 
0 0
+
u s — t
t lUS
_ lUS
■ ,- l /2 (3.10)
ßw(-^) = I ’ " '
__u_ u
I tu> t I ,., — 1/2
All the possible shifts can be obtained by the successive application of 
R(i){z),i = 1,2,3,4. Since, if y',u',v',w\s',0Q,O'^ are transformed quantities 
of y, i i ,v ^w ,s jo ,0^  under the transformation given by
y'{z, t] y \  u\ ■(/, u', ■(/, tv', .s', O j ,  oft) =
R{k){z, t] y, ...,0q) Y { z , /,; y , ..., Oo),
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and if y", u", v'\ w'\s'\  0q, 0"^  are transformed quantities of ;i/', u', s', Öq, Q'^
under the transformation given by i.e.
r" (z , i-y'\ u \  u", Ü", Ü", s", ^oo", öo") =
then
R{k){z,t\\j'{y,u,...9o),...)R(i){z,t\y,...,do) = / , (3.14)
for A;, I =  2,3 and A;, / =  1, 4.
It is possible to obtain the transformations between the solution of Pill, 
corresponding to different values of the parameters (y ,ß ,j  and 6 from the 
Schlesinger transformation associated with the linear system (3.2). In Particu­
lar, the transformation matrix R^i'f(z), transforms the quantities y, u, v, lo, .s, Oq, 
Ooo as follows:
0^ ~  0^ ~ 1, 0'^ = Ooo + 11
/..s' + vw's' = 0,
/.(.s' — /) -f- vw's' =  tv w \
u =
tws
s ^  t (3.15)
Vtusu' — t{s — t){w's' — u) + tWsOoo = 0,
ui(.s — t)(tv' — vO,  ^ — u) — /(.s — lY — xrur.s =  0,
ws{tv' — v) -|- (.s — /)(/,s' — uv — /..s) = 0.
By eliminating .s,uqu and v from the above equiitions and writing Oq and Ooo 
in terms of and S, one can obtain the following transformation for the
solutions of Pill;
, 2rn{m. — 4/;(/·^ )
with
7?i[(cv — + I2)y'  ^ -f- 2rny — 8/;(/·^ ] — 8/.(c.v — ß + 4)y‘' ’
cv' = a - 4 ,  /i' = / j - 4 ,  y  = 4, y = - 4 ,
1.5
(3.17)
where
m = tyt + 2ty^ -  (1 -  ^ )y  -  2t (3.18)
The transformation (3.16) allows us to obtain the new solution y' corre­
sponding to the parameters a ',/? ',7' and 8' from the solution y corresponding 
to the parameters « , ^ , 7  and 8 of PHI. For excimple,?/ = — 1 for cr = —2,(5 = 
2,7 = —8 = 4, solves Pill. By using the transformation (3.16) one can obtain 
the new solution;
y =
- 2 t  
1 + 2 t ’
for a' -  - 6, ß' =  -2 , 7' = -8 '  = 4. (3.19)
Similarly, from the Schlesinger transformcitions given by the transformation 
matrix R.(2){z )^  (3.2) transforms the quantities y,u, v,io,s,0o,0ca as follows:
0^ — 0^ + 1) = 0^0 + 1,
ts' + vw's' = R,
u' = hu,
vwu' — t'W s' — tu-\- twO^ — 0,
twv' — t{s — 0  + + 1) ~ = 0,
(3.20)
t[wv' -|- s' — s) — v{u -|- ui) = 0.
By eliminating s,w,u  cuid v from the above ecjuations and writing Oq and 0^ 
in terms of «,/:!, 7 and 8, one can obtain the following transformations for the 
solution of Pill;
9 ? 7 )
(3.21)
with
where
y = (cv — ß + i)y'^ — 2rny' 
a' = a + 4, ß' = ß — 4, Y  = —8' — 4,
m =  ty, +  2t</ -  (I -  ^)y -  ‘It.
(3.22)
(3.23)
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The transformation (3.21) allows us to obtain the new solution y' corre­
sponding to the parameters o;', 7' and 6' from the solution y corres])onding
to the parameters « , /i,7 and 8 of PHI. For example, by using the transfornui- 
tion (3.21) and the solution (3.19) of PHI, the new solution,
y' = 1 + ^  for a' = -2 , ß' = - 6, 7' = -8 '  = 4. (3.24)
can be obtained.
The Schlesinger transformations associated with the linear equation (3.2) 
and given by the transformation matrix R(3)(z) transforms the quantities y, w, v, 
lü, .s, do, as follows;
d ' = d o - l ,  d(  ^ =  d o o - l ,
M =: tw',
tw's' — ■u{s' — t) — t^w' = 0, 
wsv' + t(s — /-) = 0,
(.s — l.){tu' 4- u) + ws{uv -|- ts — is') = 0, 
ws{tu' + W + tlOS — ud,x>) + u (^.s — i) = 0,
(3.25)
u/(.S -  /.)(/doo + liv') + tw.s{vw' — s' + I.) — 0,
From the equations (3.25), the following transformation for the solution of
PHI can be obtained;
v' —
2tyn
(3.26)
2tn + | (1 - y^) ~ + d -  ^ )  + + {yit
with
a' = a — 4, / /  = /3-1-4, 7' = - /  = 4, (3.27)
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where
1 1 , ß 1 77),
m = tyt + 2ty^ -  (1 -  ^ )y  -  2t.
(3.28)
The transformation (3.26) allows us to obtain the new solution y' corre­
sponding to the Parameters tt',/3' , 7' and 6' from the solution y corresponding 
to the parameters cv,/i,7 and 6 of Pill.The transformation (3.26) generates 
the following new .solution from the solution (3.19);
/ — (2i + 1)
2(t + i)
for  = —10, ß' = 2, 7 = —6 = 4. (3.29)
Similcirly, from the Schlesinger transformations associated with the linear 
equation (3.2), the transformation matrix 7i’,(,i)( )^ transforms the quantities 
y,u,v,iu,s,0o,0,yo as follows:
Oq = Oq 1, 0'^ = 0^ — I ,
u{s' — t) — tw's' = 0,
■wv' + < = 0,
t{w»' — lus — ti') — ti(l -f vw) — 0,
(3.30)
tw{u' + ws) -t- 7 i ( u  — IvOoo + w) = 0,
■w'{uv' + tOoo + tvw) — tiv{s — t) = 0.
The transformation for the solutions of P ill can be obtained from the (3.30) 
by elimiiiciting s,w, u and v and writing 0o and 0,^  ^ in terms of and
i + -  ih )
y =
y [ t + ^ i - ^ y ]
with
a ' = rt + 4, /7' = /7 + 4, 7' = -8 '  = 4,
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(3,31)
(3.32)
m = tyt + 2U/ -  (1 -  |)?/ -  2/:. (3.33)
That is, if y solves the third Painleve equation corresponding to the param­
eters and 6, then y' also satisfies the third Painleve equation with the
parameters a',/3',Y and S'.
It is possible to obtain the transformation which ganerates the new solu­
tion y' corresponding to the parameters 7' and S' from the solution y
corresponding to the parameters a, 7 and S of Pill. For example, by using 
the transformation (3.31) and the solution (3.19) of Pill, the new solution.
where
y' = — 1 for a' = —2, ft' - 2, 7' = —S' - 4,
can be generated.
(3.34)
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4 Transformation from Painleve IV to Painleve 
IV
The fourth Painleve equation
W ‘ = T y [ i r t )  + 2 '^ ?
(4.1)
can be obtained as the compatibility condition of the following linear system 
of equations,
Y,(z) = /1(3)K(3), Y,{z) = B{z)Y{z), (4.2)
where[25]
1 0 
0 -1
z +
1{v - 0 q- 0 oo) - t
Oo -  V
+
uy
T
. 0 \ j 0 11
^  ^ ~ 0 -1 j V U 'v -O o -O ^ )  0
The compatibility condition, Y~t = Yt- , implies 
du—  = -u{y  + 2<),
dv 2 /  4^0 \  //, 2. 3
—fr — ----+ ( -----------i/ ) ^ + ( 0^ +
dt y \  y /
^  = -4 v  + y^ + 2t.y + 4öü· dl,
I  (4-3)
(4.4)
Thus y satisfies the fourth Painleve equation (4.1) with the parameters
« = 2 0 ^ - 1 ,  ß ^ - S 0 o \  (4.5)
The Schlesinger transformation matrices; H{z) ; associated to the linear
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system (4.2) , are given as follows;
Qd = 0^ — ^
Ooo — Goo + \  , 
R(i)(z) =
2’
0 0
0 1
jl/2 1
V — Og —9q
uy
‘^{y-20o) 1 ^-1/2
y(v-6Q-0r>o)  · ’
2(i ;-2^o)
(4.6)
Go — 0^ + 2
Goo' = G ^ - ^ ,
Ri2){z) =
1 0 
0 0
.1/2 +
V u
y · 2
2v I
uy
, - 1/2
(4.7)
Go' — Go \
Goo =  ^oo +
0 0 
0 1
- .1/2 +
1
V Oq — (?fX>
uy
2v
y { v - 0 g - 0 . y j )
2v
, - 1/2
(4.8)
^ G o - \  
Goo' =  Goo -
R(,){z) =
1 0 
0 0
.1/2 +
v—29q
y - 1/2
■~(v -  20o) 1
(4.9)
The transformation miitrices /?(i)(^), i — 1,...,4 are enough to cover all 
possible shifts in the exponents Go, Goo- Since, \iy', u', v', Go', G,J are transformed 
quantities of y, u, v,0o,G,M under the transformation given by Rii^\{z), i.e.
Y'{z,t;y' ,u,v',u,v,Goo',Go') = R(k){z,t-,y,...,Go)Y{z,t:,y,...,Go), (4.10)
and if y", u", v”, Go", G,J' are transformed quantities of y', u', v', Od, G^ d under 
the transformation given by R^i^z), i.e.
r " ( 2, / ; u",  ij", u", u", 0 J \  Oo") = y'>.... o^0 r ' ( . ,  /; y',
(4.11)
then
R(k)(z,t-,y'(y,u, ...Go), ...)R(i)(z,i',y, ■■■,Go) = I,
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(4.12)
for A:, / = 2,1 and k^l — 3,4. Also,
Ri2){z,t-y'{y,u,...9o),-)R{4){z,t-,y,...,0o) = % )(^), 
where R(^){z) and are;
öo' =  Ö0
=  Ooo +  1,
0 0
%)(^-) =
0 1
+
0 V 0Q 0<x>
_ v-On-Ooo _  v i v - 2 e o )  , .
. u y{y—0o—0oo) '
(4.13)
(4.14)
Oq' — ^0 +  1
e j  =  0^,
1 0 
0 0% ) ( " )
where
+ 2gn +  1 N
-1 uy2v .-1
¿V I
yy
N — 2[t H------h ~{'o — 0{) — ^oo)]·
y 2v
(4.15)
(4.16)
It is possible to ol)ta,in the transformation which generates the new solution 
y' corresponding to the parameters a' and ß' from the known solution y corre­
sponding to the parameters a and ß of PIV, from the Schlesinger transforma­
tion associated with the linear system (4.2). In particular, tlie transformation 
matrix /?(])(z), transforms the quantities y, u, v, follows:
u' = -
V -  20o ’
V ^  29(0 ,
2(u -  29o)'^{v' + v -  9o -  9oo)
-2ty{v -  20o)(i’ -Oo -  <?oo) -  yH'<J -  Oq -  9 ^ Y  — 0,
(4.17)
yxi'{v — 9q — 9^) -f- (v — 29o){u'y' 2ii) — 2t.uy = 0.
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By eliminating u and v from the above equations and writing 6o and 0^  in 
terms of a and one can obtain the following transformation for the solution 
of P.IV;
with
wher:e
Z r
a' = a + \, ß' = ß-\-2{-2ß)^ - 2 ,
ijt i—2ß)-2 V = y + 2 t ~  — -  ^ ^
y y
(4.18)
(4.19)
(4.20)
The transformation (4.18) allows us to obtain the new solution y' corre­
sponding to the parameters a' and /3' from the solution y corresponding to the 
parameters « and (3 of P.IV. For examj^le,
1
y = i. for a = 2, ß = - 2, (4.21)
.solves P.IV. By using the transformation (4.18), one can obtain the new solu­
tion y' = 0 for the parameters a' = .3 , ß' = 0.
Similarly, from the Schlesinger transformations associated with the linear 
equation (4.2) , and given by the transformation matrix 7t!(2)(z) transforms 
the quantities y, u,v,0o,0.x, as follows:
Oq — 0q-\-\^ '^oo -
~  + 0^ + O'X),
ti' _  - u ( |  -   ^ + 0 ,
(4.22)
y' = - ^ { v ' - 2 0 o - l ) .
The transformation for the solution of PIV can be oI)tained from the equa­
tion (4.22) by eliminating u and v and writing Oq and 0,^ in terms of a and
/i;
, (-2/7)2 -  2cv + 2 p
y = 2 { - 2 t - y ) + p  2o'
with
«' = « - 1, ß' = ß - 2 { - 2 ß Y  - 2 ,  
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(4.23)
(4.24)
where
y y
(4.25)
The transformation (4.23) enables us to use a known .solution of (4.1) to 
construct the new solutions with new values of the parameters. For example, 
by using the transformation (4.23) and the solution (4.21) of PIV, the new 
solution,
y' =  ~{2t + 1), fo7' a '  =  1, /3' = - 8 ,  (4.26)
can be generated.
Also, from the Schlesinger transformation defined by the transformation 
matrix /?(3)(2) , transforms the quantities y, u, u, follows:
0'o^0o + I  = 0^ + 1
u' = -
uy
u 0,
2u{ty — v) — yu'{v — Oq — ¿loo) — vu'y' = 0, (4.27)
2v'^{v' +  u -  30o -  -  1 ) -  2tyv{v -  Oo -  Ooo)-
y^{v -  Oo -  = 0.
From the equations (4.27), the foilwing transformation for the solutions of PIV 
can be obtciined.
with
where
_  p - 2(2/ + y) ( - 2/i)‘/·^  + 2cv + 2
2 V
Oi — t t + l ,  ß — ß — 2(—2/7)2 — 2,
. . w  yt/) =  ;(/ +  2 / --------h
y y
(4.28)
(4.29)
(4.30)
The transformation (4.28) in conjunction with the known solution y corre­
sponding to the parameters o- and /7 leads to new solutions y' of P.IV for the
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parameters oc\li'. For example, by using the transformation (4.28) and the 
solution (4.21) of PIV one can obtain the new solution,
4/.
y 2t;^  +1  ’ for a' = 3, ß' = —8. (4.31)
Similarly, from the Schlesinger transformation associated with the linear 
ecpiation (4.2) , the transformation matrix i?(4)(^) transforms the quantities 
2/, u, u, ^0) o^o as follows:
o ' o ^ O o - l  =
. 2u'{v — 20ü)  ^  ^ ,
V =  ------- -^-------------------l· ^0  d" ^oo ~  1 )  7^ d ,uy
, fV -20o  ^■u = u(—  ------- i -  - ) ,
y 2 y 7^  0,
(4.32)
l i 'V
y' = -----T’ ^  Ö·u,'
The equations (4.32) gives the following transformation for the solution of PIV,
, (-2/^)5 + 2a -  2 V
with
where
2{2t + y ) - r  2 ’ 
a' = a - i ,  ß ' ^  ß + 2{-2ß)2 - 2 ,
yt i—2ß)'^r = ;(/ + 2/. -  d----' J -
y y
(4,:)4)
(4.35)
The transformation (4.33) allows us to obtain the new solution tj' cor­
responding to the i^arameters tv' and /3' from the solution y corresponding to 
the parameters cv and /3 of P.IV. For example, the equation (4.21) solves PIV. 
By using the transformation (4.33) one ciui obtain the new solution.
y' = 0, for a' = 1, ß' = 0. (4.36)
2.5
The transformation (4.33) associated with PIV can lie obtained by the 
successive applications of the following transformation given in [6]
y =
y ^ - ( - 2/j)t/2 + 2/;y + y^
2? ;
2 + 2 a -3 ( -2 /^ ) ‘/ j^ , (4.37)
= - \ [ a  -  \ + \{ -2H y /2
provided that,
a 1 -  = 0- (4.38)
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5 Transformation from Painleve V to Painleve 
V
The fifth Paiiileve equation
 ^ 1 Idy { y -  \ f  (i ')y 6y{y-\- 1)
dt  ^ 4?; tdt, P  y - l
can be obtained as the compatibility condition of the following linear system 
of equations,
, (5.1)
YAz) = A{z)Y(z), Yt(z) = B(z)Y{z),
where [25]
(5.2)
t> + ^  —u(v + 0(j) \  j
T +
— tv ■uy(u) — ^ )  1 1
- - ( w  +uy  ' 1 ' -W
Z - \  ’
B{z) = i
1 0
0 -1
■+
(5.3)
U v + Oo- y{;w -  ^)]
0
u) — u + |(do + flrx,).
The compatibility condition, Y~t = Yiz ,implies
= ty — 2v{y — 1)·^  — -{y  ~ 1) [(flo — 0i 0, ,^)y — {-iOo + + fl.x))],
do (  0i \  1 (  fl] \
( "+ 7 )'
du
t —  — 'll
di ■‘2i -  Oo + y iw; -  y ) + “ + V
(5.4)
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Thus y satisfies the fifth Painleve equation (5.1) with the parameters
^  _  1 / 0^ — 1^ +  0 q o \  ß  _  1 /Öq — öl — öooV
, - y = l —Öo—öl,  ^ — —Ty
(5.5)
The Schlesinger transformation matrices R{Z) associated to the linear sys­
tem (5.2) , are given as follows
0^ “  0^ T 1
e\ =  Ö1
0 0 
0 1 
1
y?,(l)(.^ ) = 1/2 +
-^i{v + 0o)
- h [ ^ - I  h i + )^1
-,--1/2
(5.6)
0'o = 0 o -  1
0[ = Ö,
Ö' = 0 ^ -  1,
R(2){z) / 2+
1 0 
0 0
v + O o -y  (to - + öo -  y (to -  
1
■ 1/2
(5.7)
Öq — öo -)- 1
ö; = ö,
OL = 0.^ -  1,
1/2 +1 Ü 
0 Ü
0 + öo -  y (to -  ^ )
w(i;+^ o)
■0 + öo -  y (to -
1
(5.8)
, - 1/2
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= ÖO -  1
θ[ = θ,
Ο'οο — (^ οο + и
ο ο 
ο 1 
1
R(4){z) /2 +
J _
tu
—и , - 1/2
(5.9)
0'o = 0o
0'i = 1^ + İ5
% )(-)
— θοο + 1,
) _ / 0 0
1
1
;n,
( ζ - ι γ ^ 4
u y
Wi
1
wi
{ζ -  1)' - 1/2
(5.10)
Ö(,=:öü 
0[ = 0 , - 1
ß(G)(2:) =
J_
іу
— 1 ,
1 0
0 0
— y{
—
1
u y
{ ζ - ι γ ^ 4
+ 00 -  2/ (·ίί^  -  f  )¡ 
1
(5.11)
( . - - 1) - 1/2
0'o = 0o 
0\ = 0, + 1 
0'^ -  0.x> 1,
R í7){z) =
ty
{ ζ - ι γ ^ 4
0 0 '
V +  O o -  y (lo - υ + 00 -  3/ (■<« -
uyW]
( z - i ) - 1/2
(5.12)
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0'o = 0o 
0[ = 0 , - 1  
0'^ — Ooo + i, 
0 0 
0 1 
1
(5.13)
-uy
2.
tu
where,
w + Oi/2 
xo — 0,l2
( z - l ) ■ 1/2
= (5.14)
The transformation matrices R(i)[z)^ i = 1,...,8 are enough to cover all 
possible shifts in the exponents Oo,Oi,0^ . Since, if y', o^)
transtbrmed quantities of y, a, v^0o,0i.,0oo under the transformation given by 
% )(z), i.e.
Y'{z,t]y ,u \ v '  ,Oo\Ox\0j)  =: R^,,){z,t]y 0oo)У{2,l·,y,...,0^), (5.15)
and if y", u'\ v", 0q \  0,", 0^"  are transformed quantities of y\  a', v', 0q\  0\\ OoJ 
under the transformation given by R(i)[z)^ i.e.
Y"{z,t\xj' \u",v",0,,",0 \ ' ,0 J ' )  = R ( i ) { z , t \ y \ . . . ,0 j )Y {z , l \ y \ . . . ,0 j ) .  (5.16)
then
= /, (5.17)
for l = k + l ,  A.— 1,3,5,7.
Also, R( ,^'i{z)R( r^){z) =  R.(c,)(z) shifts the exponents as ¿lo^  =  ^o+l) 0 , ' =
1^ +  1, 0oo' =  Ooo·, ¡i(2){z)R(s){z) =  R^io){z) sliifts the exponents
as, =  0^ — 1) 0\' =  — U o^o =  0OO- The explicit Ibrm of /7(9) and
/7(10) ai'e
^ 0 “  ^ 0 T  1 
0\ = 1^ + 1
OL = 0^,
R(o){z) = zY ' \ z  -  1) /  +
y 21 I I I  —(Jnfl ' 1
(5.18)
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0'  ^ =  00 -  1 
e\ -  - 1
R(\0){z) =
where,
/ +
1 /  — </12/22 < /12 /12
2^2/12-<712/22 1 /*V “ ■ </22/22 </22/12
1
2:—1
(5.19)
G’ =
=
</11 </12
</21 </22
./11 fl2 
J-2i ./22
^  (y +  0o)
e"^ o(0
uOo ^
2w -0 \  (0
29i ^
(5,20)
with
__ 1_ ( 2w-9i \ g-(Ti(i) p<Ti(i)
uj/(ui \ 20i J
M t )  = / ‘ ~ 0
*^(0 = r{ i^  [ y - i ( ty  + 0i/2)] - l} r / / / .
(5.21)
It is possiljle to obtain the transformation for P.V, from the Schlesinger 
transformation associated with tlie linear system (5.2) .In Particular, the trans­
formation matrix li{:i){z) , transforms the quantities y, u,v,0o,0i and 0,yj as 
follows:
O'o =  0 o + l ,  0 [ = 0 x ,  0'^ =  0 o o - i ,
u = —■uA
T '
! , 0Ü -\- 0i -\- 0ryj-^   ^ I 0i) — 0\ 0<X)·^u{v '+ ------- -------- )A l/y(y + ---------------- )
tu'y'
, + <^1 + f^ oo \
V H -------------------------- -^-------------------  '
u'y'
+
1 +
2
V - I -  < ? o
-|- v' — V = 0,
(5 .22)
vA
t{v 4- Oq) +
v[v' - f  y  - f  <lo +  Ooo)  ^
u{v - f  Oo)
0Q -l· 01 -l· 00
■my
=  0,
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where
/1 =  t; +  <?o -  y{w -  — ). (5.23)
The transforamtion for the solutions of PV can be obtained from (5.22) l,)y 
eliminating u, v and writing Oq, 0\ and 6^  in terms of cr, /ji, 7 and
, E{D + (2g)'/'^) + 1(D + C) [/1 -  (1 -  y){C + T> + (-2/?)^/^)] + A{v -  F)
y =
with
2l(F  + (2a)>A2)
«' = «. / ) '= - t [ ( - 2 /5 ) > /= + l
where
/1 = u + Ö0 -  'i/(iü -  ^ )
B = ty -  tiji -  (2cv)’A^ (y -  1)2 -  (7 -  l)(j/ -  1 )
C =
(2cv)‘/2 + ( - 2/?)'/2+ 1 7
(5.24)
1
7'=  7 - 1 ,  <^' = ¿' = " 2
D =
E  =
B
2(2/ - ! ) · ^ ’
i/4l +  i/T>(l - y )  -
2/21
■U + C + ( - 2/?)>/2 -  lyt
F =
/1 (V + C .)[„+C · ( 2ß)  / T/u( u-K2a)^u + C [* + 7(ViVl]
¿( ) -\~vA.
(5.26)
The transformation 5.24 can be used to construct the new solution y' with 
different values of parameters a ' ,ß ' ,Y  and <^ '.For example,
y = t + I  for  cr = 1 /2, ß = -112 , 7 = 1  , (3 = -1  /2, (5.27)
solves PV.By using the transformation 5.24, one can obtain the new solution,
l/' = / + 2 for  « '- 1 / 2 ,  ß' = -2 ,  y  = 0, ( ^ ' - - 1 / 2 .  (5.28)
Similarly, from the Schlesinger transformations associated with the linear 
equation (5.2) , the transformation nuitrix fßßf  z) transforms the quantities
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2/, ti, ^0? cincl 0OO follows:
0'o = 0o. e \ = 0 , - l ,  0>^ = 9 ^ - l ,
ujA . . / / /  /^\ / ii(v 0(j) /1
—  {v + V + Oo + t) + u {v + Oo) + uy{w -  —) -------- 7------  = 0,6 ^ (j u
ty uy t (5.29)
uv'A v + 9o ,
H----------- h V — t; = 0,hi' y
{w'+^-f)A , u'y'jw' -  4 )
+
where
/1 = u + 0^ -  -  -7y) (5.30)
By eliminating u and v from the above equatioirs and writing 9oi0  ^ and 9,  ^
interms of and 6 , one can obtain the following trcinsformation for the
solution of P.V,
-  2(yfi)2 +  y(5(j;-1)i/2 +  +  ( -2 /:j') ‘/^ )J (// +  65 -  1)
y = H{H + (2a)‘/2) (5.31)
with
«' = «, - 1  [ ( - 2/^)1/ ·^+l ] \  y  = 7 + l ,  8' = b = - \ ! 2 .  (5.32)
where
A = v + 9 o -  y{xo -  ^ ) ,
B = ty -  Ujt -  (2tv)’/'^ (;(/ -  1)2 -  (7 -  !)(</ -  1),
, ,  (2«) i/2 _ ( _ 2/^)./2+ i _ 7
t (5.33)
a  = L + 65 + (-2/^)’/2 -  y{v + (2«)>/2)
H =
a + 65 + ( - 2/i)'/2 + vx/ -  y{2v + 65 + ( - 2/i)’/2 + t)
txy'^
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Using (5.31), one can obtain the new solution y' corresponding to the ]>a- 
rameters a ', ^ ',7' and 8' from the solution y corresponding to the parameters 
and 8 of PV. For example, by using the transformation (5.31) and the 
solution (5.27) of PV, the new solution.
, + 2t + 2
"  =  “ T T  2
can be obtained.
fo r a' = 1/2, ß' = -2 , 7' = 2, 8' = -1 /2 , (5..34)
The Schlesinger transformation associated with the linear equation (5.2) 
and given by the transformation matrix Ä(9)(z), transforms the quantities 
y, u, u, Ö0, 1^ and 0,^ as follows:
ö ' = ö o - i ,  = C  = o^o,
uyv' — u \v ' + — 1) = 0,
« K  + ------- -^--------- l) =  u j / ( u + -------- -------- ),
 ^  ^ (5.35)
u'xj' 2
‘■»r 1 7 , 0^ + + O'xj.
u' y
From the equations (5.35), the following transformation for the solution of PV 
can be obtained.
yt _  ( /  + U] + (—2/i)*/^ — !)(/ + C\ — 1) (5.36)
with
where
I  = y2{y -  1)2
y/ ( /  + (2a)V2)
a — O', ß' = ß, 7' = 7 + 2, 8' = 8 = - 1/ 2. (5.37)
f,,^  q. -  7 -  2(y -  l)(u + (2o')‘/ ^ ) | ,2/ +
(5.38)
and C\ is the same as in (5.33). The transformation (5.36) can l)e used to 
costruct a new solution y' corres])onding to the |)arameters a \ ß \ Y  and
34
6' from the known solution y corres])onding to the parameters and
6 of P.V. For example, y — —1 for a = Q, ft = — 0, and 8 = —\ j ‘2 solves
PV. By using the transformation (5.36) the new solution of PV,
y
V + At + 4
-¿2 + A t - A  
can be generated.
for ol = 0, ft' = 0, 7' = 2, -1  / 2. (5.39)
:)5
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